Abstract. This paper proves some algebraic charaterizations and Volterra characterizations of the generalized right invertible operators of degree k in the case of k > 2. A class of equations induced by generalized right invertible operators of degree of k can be solved in a closed form.
Introduction
The theory of right invertible operators started with works of D. Przeworska-Rolewicz, and then developed by many mathematicians (see [1] ). The algebraic theory of generalized invertible operators were studied by Caradus, Israel, Anselone, Nashed, and by many authors (see [1] - [2] and the references therein). In 1997, Nguyen Van Mau and Nguyen Minh Tuan constructed a so-called class of right invertible operators of degree k, k e N and investigated the algebraic characterizations of right invertible operators of degree k = 1 (see [5] ).
In this paper, we deal with some algebraic characterizations of right invertible operators of degree k,k > 1, then give a necessary and sufficient condition for an algebraic operator to be right invertible operators of degree k in finite dimension spaces. We also generalize some well-known results of D. Przeworska-Rolewicz and von Trotha for the class Rk(X). Lastly, we apply these results to solve a class of equations induced by polynomials with the right invertible operators of degree k.
The set of all Gl-operators in L(X) will be denoted by W(X). For a V G W(X) we denote by WV the set of all generalized inverses of V.
DEFINITION 2.2 ([5]). An operator
where we admit V° = I. The operator W defined in (2.1) is said to be the fc-inverse of V.
The set of all right invertible operators of degree k will be denoted by
RK{X).
For a V € RK{X) we denote by IZY the set of all k-inverses of V. The principle for the powers of the operators V € RK(X) and W £ RY is the following proposition. 
where r = min(m -k,n), r 6 N. i) If n < m -k then r = n and ymyyn ym-nyyn-n ym-n
Let X = C n and let A be an n x n complex matrix. Suppose that A has the minimal polynomial P^i) = t k . It is well-known that there 
Then we have
Thus, the operator A is right invertible of degree k and A* = QBQ~l is its fc-inverse. 
Proof. Firstly, we prove by induction 
which contradicts to the assumption that the characteristic polynomial of S is of degree N.
2) Sufficiency.
Ps(t) = FYI(T-UR, i=1
where r\ + • • • + rm = N -r, U ^ tj for i ^ j,U ^ 0, i, j = 1,2,..., m. Due to dimX < oo, we can consider that S = (aij)i,j=i,...,s is a n x n matrix. It Thus, S G Rr(X), r < k. m REMARK. Theorem 3.1 was proved in [5] in the case when k = 1 without the condition dimX < oo. The following theorem is proved for dim X < oo. 
HYPOTHESIS. Theorem 3.1 is true in the case dimX = oo. 
Now, we denote by V(X) the set of all Volterra operators in Lq{X). Write

THEOREM 3.3 (Przeworska-Rolewicz and von Trotha, in [2]). Let D € R(X) and let R € KD n V(X). Then P{D) G R{X) and Q(I,R) is invertible. Moreover, t = r m+n q~\i, r) G nP{D) n v{x).
Conversely, if T is Volterra operator then R is Volterra operator.
In this section, we generalize Theorem 3.3 for V € Rk(X).
Suppose that (|<?0| + • • • + |<?FC-I|)(/ -VW) = 0. Then P{V) G Ri(X), and (3.5) T = W M+N Q-1 (I,W)£K 1 P{v)nV{X).
Proof. Suppose that
The operators Q(I, W) is invertible, provided W is Volterra.
i) The case |(/o| + • • • + |<Zfc-i| 0. It is exactly Theorem 3.3.
ii) The case |go| + • • • + l<Zfc-iI = 0. We consider I -VW ^ 0. We have
and
Hence, P(V) G Ri(X).
To complete the proof, we indicate that T G V(X). For A G C, we have 
I -XT = (Q(I, W) -AW m + n )Q-\I, W) = I](/ -AjW^Q-H/, W).
j=0
So / -AT is invertible, provided W G • THEOREM 3.5. Let V e Rk{X), W G Ky.
Suppose that Q(I,W) is invertible. IfT G V(X) then W G V(X), where T = W M + N Q~1(I, W).
Proof. Let 0 / so £ C and A G C be fixed. Put /z :
Hence, H := Q(I, W) -fiW
M+N
is invertible, provided T G V(X). We set
Clearly, that P^Xsq, sq) = 0. So we have the following factorization so) = (t -Xso)Q fl (t, so), where Q^(t,so) is a certain polynomial. Proof. By Theorem 3.5, the operator P(V) € Ri(X) and
Using Theorem 11.1 in [3] , the equation (4.5) has solution if and only if
On the other hand,
.
Hence, the identity (4. 
